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For many Alaskans in the remote, rural bush who survive in part due to subsistence economies, winter 
trapping lines, summer harvesting at fish camp, fall harvest at moose camp and spring to fall mining 
operations, their work and play are located far from any electrical grid or CHP.  Thus it is all the more 
necessary to figure out efficient methods to get fuel to camp, use it methodically, and have 
unsophisticated equipment and appliances that will provide heat and power.  Thus an Extension workshop 
created 2 years ago which has evolved since, covers: 
x methods on using 12 volt appliances and batteries, operating generators, and consolidating fuels.   
x several retro and new tech appliances recently available at a cost effective level.  
x various devices invented in Alaska which supply heat or electricity for seasonal, remote living.  
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I. Alaska Energy Context 
With most of rural America having been electrified over a half century ago, Alaska is a frontier yet 
lacking a statewide electrical grid or gas distribution system.  Alaska does not have a vast infrastructure 
of transmission interties but rather an absence of lines which normally could share cheap power to 
citizens located throughout the state. Being isolated from the States, with only limited connectivity to 
Yukon, Canada, state electrical usage was 6.5 Million MWh  in 2010 for a mere third of a million 
customer accounts of which three quarters were on the relatively short 470 mile Railbelt system running 
from Seward to Fairbanks ( Fay, 2012).  Thus while over half of Alaska’s electricity is derived from 
natural gas (predominately in the Anchorage bowl) with hydro contributing about one fifth 
(predominately in SE Alaska), diesel fuel is the main source for electric generation producing about two 
thirds of the electricity provided in the rural bush. Diesel has not been cheap for the last four years; in the 
Interior (a region just shy the size of Texas), rural bush prices are more than twice as much than on the 
Railbelt.  Compounding the high fuel oil costs is the loss of efficiency as most village community 
generators extract about a third of the diesel’s original BTU value in converting it to electricity. Along 
Alaska’s western coast, there are over four dozen Eskimo villages with their own remote grids where 
local wind can contribute up to a 20% supplement to the diesel powerhouse. 
 
 
Alaskan utilities have the added challenges of implementing upcoming smart technology in rural areas 
within complex generation for a very small, stranded community specific distribution systems.  All of this 
is done in the context of extreme elements which can include winds greater than 100 mph in coastal 
communities and temperatures ranging from 100 degrees F to -60 degrees F in Alaska’s Interior 
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communities.  Due to these unique conditions, the U.S. military, manufacturers, and the Alaska Center for 
Energy and Power work on simulating, developing and refining micro grid technologies.  The U.S. 
Department of Interior has been developing an initiative aimed at deploying smaller-scale solar/diesel or 
wind/diesel hybrid projects in isolated, off-the-grid villages in Alaska and U.S. island territories. Stranded 
renewable resources (not accessing a grid, not available to supply chains, or for locals to use), are being 
investigated for immediate use as the output of North Slope oil wells decline and no new major pipeline 
has made its way through the political processes operationally. Vulnerability to fluctuations in the price of 
diesel, weather impaired deliverability of diesel to Nome in 2012 and the potential shortage of natural gas 
in Cook Inlet have given communities off the Railbelt a heightened sense for the need of energy security.  
 
On a residential level, it is all the more difficult for those who spend seasonal work months to have power 
and heat out at their locations as they trap, hunt, fish and run mining camps as being off the Railbelt, that 
most often have no way of transmitting fuel or electric generation other than hauling it into camp/cabin by 
snowmobile, ATV or by using local biomass. Most of these remote cabin/camp users run gasoline 
generators and face high costs, depending on their home region as seen below: 
 
 Gulf 
Coast 
 
Interior 
 
Northern 
 
Northwest 
 
Southeast 
 
Southwest 
 
Western 
High $7.22 $10.00 $3.00 $7.22 $5.50 $8.21 $7.32 
Low $3.80 $4.08 $1.40 $4.85 $3.87 $4.00 $5.28 
Average $4.79 $5.89 $1.89 $6.19 $4.52 $5.96 $6.51 
 
  Fig. 1. Current Community Conditions: Alaska Fuel Price Report Table 3. Alaska DCRA. January, 2014 
 
II. Outreach Education Model 
 
 As the outreach arm of the University of Alaska, Cooperative Extension is not only educating the public 
in an effort tackling Alaska’s unique power problems on the community scale, but also at the individual 
level.  The Kawarek Native Corp. of Nome services Inupiat Eskimos. At their annual conference, it 
received the idea of creating remote camp/cabin energy education from fish/food gatherers and miners 
who depend on being out of their villages for a couple months in the summer - and yet have energy at 
hand. Since then, the workshop has been co-taught with Tanana Chiefs Conference (servicing Athabascan 
Indians of the Alaska’s Interior ) several dozen times throughout Alaska.  With electrical prices in 
communities ranging from .09 dollars/ kw (in Southeast Alaska Hydro communities) to 1.02 dollars/kw 
(in Interior and Northwest communities) some attend the workshop to further their cabin’s energy 
independence though they may be located within attachment range of peripheral power lines.  Given the 
rugged individualistic mindset of most Alaskan’s (who tend to be innovators utilizing and salvaging 
materials close at hand) the workshop content is often added to by participant’s examples and still living 
homesteaders who often enjoy sharing what viable camp energy inventions in rural bush villages they 
have developed or what off the shelf devices they have used successfully. 
 
III. Workshop Contents 
 
The workshop has several basic interactive and multimedia portions.  First, discussion focuses on getting 
people to think and talk about efficiency after examining how and with what devices/purposes they use 
fuels in their remote settings.  This is followed by considerations of components needed for micro energy 
production and battery storage.  In this portion attendees list what they used energy for at their cabin or 
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camp the last couple of endeavors they have made.  Then, they list what electrical appliances they may be 
currently utilizing a generator to run . 
 
 
Fig. 2 (a) rural Alaska uses of camp energy; (b) workshop table of camp appliances and typical use 
 
Once energy usage is calculated, it is necessary to document what type of fuels are used.  With the above 
functions, any number of fuels are probably utilized: (white) gas, diesel fuel oil, propane, gasoline, 
driftwood, cordwood.  Consolidating fuel can save effort to one or two sources and need will depend on 
what energy devices they are using. It is at this point that previously cost prohibitive appliances that were 
at one time sequestered primarily to the recreational vehicle industry are demonstrated by photos and 
described.  Being that the majority (yet not all) of these devices utilize 12 volt batteries, an interactive 
discussion of battery banks and necessary components as well as principals of thermoelectric generation 
and heat sinks are covered (along with site considerations of various micro generators such as Pelton 
wheels, micro wind turbines, thermal ground heat storage tombs and PV/thermal solar collectors).  
 
Finally, inventions are explored from the simplest to the most complex.  Often the actual inventors show 
up for the workshop to be on hand so as to talk about development.  At other times they make their 
contact information available.   Over time, ideas shared have involved retail rocket stoves, biomass 
gasifier  as well as generators.  The following inventions and off the shelf products are visually covered 
through multimedia and photos as well as discussed:  
x Dunn cook stove 
x Rosebud passive solar box 
x Scott passive solar hotwater heater 
x Ellanna mobile camp energy cart 
x Hueth parabolic solar dish  
x Currington rocket stove 
x Krauth pipeline wood stove 
x Wiseway non-electric pellet stove 
x Biolite stove 
x Kelly kettle  
x All Labs biomass power pallet 
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Fig. 3 (a) Dunn cook stove;           (b) Ellanna mobile camp energy cart;       (c) Hueth parabolic solar dish  
 
IV. Conclusion  
 
The remote energy 3 hour workshop was pioneered initially with an Eskimo regional native corporation 
and the Cooperative Extension Service. It is the only workshop of its kind known in the U.S. provided by 
the Cooperative Extension Service energy specialists, and has been taught in conjunction with another 
Athabascan Indian regional corporation. Alaska has issues with remoteness, low population density, 
severe weather and undeveloped electrical grid and heat distribution services-even for stranded hub 
communities of decent size.  With many Alaskans living seasonally far from grids for mineral extraction, 
food gathering, fishing or recreation there is a distinct need for educating the public about fuels, making 
their own micro energy, and adjusting their activities for greatest efficiency. Cooperative Extension has 
partnered with tribal entities to provide a workshop which has been popular with good participation from 
attendees.  Thinking through fuels used, matching appliances for particular purposes, and giving 
necessary background on micro energy production and storage in the Arctic is useful within itself.  Better 
yet, providing examples of Alaskan ‘energypreneurs’ and adding to a growing workshop has shown to be 
a smart way to teach about BTU’s, electrical inversion, kilowatts and other consumer/survival 
foundational energy concepts.  Such a workshop could be duplicated for other nations and regions with 
stranded energy resources and operating on microgrids.  
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